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This presentation is building on the experience feedback of the team at LGI 
and is not meant to be exhaustive

It reflects the sole views of LGI Consulting and not any other party

Disclaimer
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Business Model & Business Plan

 The Business Model represents the organization
(including stakeholders) needed to develop a business

 Representation of the organization 

 Stakeholder interactions (strategic, systemic, 
synergies, financial, operational…)

 Present & future

 The Business Plan represents the objectives of the 
business and plans to reach these

 Goals

 Plans to reach them
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Reference representation: 
BM Canvas

Reference: BM Canvas (Osterwalder)This is one representation
model among others
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2.2 Measures to maximise impact

a) Dissemination and exploitation of results 

Provide a draft ‘plan for the dissemination and exploitation of 
the project's results’. 

Show how the proposed measures will help to achieve the 
expected impact of the project. 

The plan, should be proportionate to the scale of the project, 
and contain measures to be implemented both during and after 
the end of the project. 

For innovation actions, in particular, please describe a credible 
path to deliver these innovations to the market.

What the template says 1/3
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This plan should describe, in a concrete and 
comprehensive manner, the area in which you expect 
to make an impact and the potential users of your 
results. Your plan should also describe how you intend 
to use the appropriate channels of dissemination and 
interaction with potential users

Consider the full range of potential users and uses, 
including research, commercial, investment, social, 
environmental, policy-making, setting standards, skills 
and educational training where relevant.

What the template says 2/3
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Your plan should give due consideration to the possible 
follow-up of your project. Its exploitation could require 
additional investments, wider testing or scaling up. Its 
exploitation could also require other pre-conditions like 
regulation to be adapted, or value chains to adopt the 
results, or the public at large being receptive to your 
results. 

Include a business plan where relevant.

What the template says 3/3
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 Identify all users and uses  stakeholder analysis, 
value chains, market analysis

 Measures to reach the impact during & after the 
project  market mechanisms

 Interacting with users  market channels

 Path to market innovations  mid- to long-term 
marketing strategy

 Additional developments  post-project plans, 
including possible funding sources & non-
technological obstacles/solutions

 “Business plan” (sensu stricto)  costs & revenues 
over time

Summary of expectations
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Find an idea corresponding to the call

Find a call matching the idea

Idea
H2020

Call

Project

Proposal

1

2

In line with 
• The call text and EC expectations

• Project collective strategy / partners’ innovation strategies

Define a collective strategy
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• The business plan will rely on knowledge generated in
the project – at least partially

• Exploitation strategy based on intellectual property
 choose the best protection strategy

• Balance between open and closed dissemination for
project deliverables
• Closed you can choose your exploitation strategy
• Open  you can enable other players in your ecosystem

Align business plan 
& exploitation strategy
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• When developing an integrated system (with several
partners developing several tech bricks)  develop
an integrated business model / business plan

• Each partner defines their IP exploitation strategy, but
an integrated strategy is required

• One of the partners may be mandated to define /
consolidate the exploitation strategy for the
integrated system
• Either system integrator, or neutral innovation manager

Align business plan 
& exploitation strategy
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Define business model options
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• Analyse target markets
• Users’ needs analysis
• Qualify the current markets and how you intend to disrupt

them (based on performance indicators)
• Market sizing
• Market barriers
• Market penetration strategy

Towards the market
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• Business Plan
• Costing of future developments (piloting, scaling-up…)
• Revenue stream(s)

• Timeline for commercialization

Development & 
commercialization plan
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• Path to commercialization
• Identify future development steps and market rollout

• Commercialization strategies must be detailed 
o Partners’ individual plans
o Collective strategy (JV mentioning partners share, 

exploitation agreements, licensing…)

Development & 
commercialization plan
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1. Define exploitation strategy
• Who will own & exploit what, and how
• Joint exploitation

2. Analyse target market
• Market structure, size, players, obstacles…

3. Describe business cases
• How will I enter / disrupt the market
• Based on SWOT + economics
• Business model options

4. Show post-project perspectives
• Future developments (time & money) towards market uptake
• Identify future barriers and address them already in your project

5. Plan to finalise the marketing work during the project
• Markets, Business models, Business Plan… they should be described

in the proposal, but can be developed as tasks in the project
(especially as they often depend on actual performance results)

Conclusion
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« The proposal presents a detailed and convincing description of the exploitation plan which 
foresees several exploitation routes and strategies with measurable indicators »

« The participation of SMEs is expected to ensure the spread of good practices within the 
value chain, which is positive »

« The proposal does not describe adequately how existing barriers will be overcome to 
achieve expected outcomes »

« The exploitation plan is of a conventional nature and lacks sufficient details in terms of 
strategy »

« The need for keeping a considerable number of deliverables confidential is not 
convincingly justified and could restrict the deployment potential of the approach »

Some quotes from 
evaluation reports (ESR)
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• Demonstrate the future impact of your project, in terms of
business (economics, innovation, jobs) as well as environment,
society, safety…

• Present detailed plans to reach your impact
• Embark users in your consortium and/or in a user group
• Show how you will address non-technological barriers to the market
• Business modelling / planning tasks can be included in the project
• One partner can act as exploitation manager, independently from the

technology developers

• Consider all types of innovation:
• Technology, service, social, business model, process, marketing…
• Disruptive or incremental

Finally: demonstrate 
you will make a difference
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LGI, your partner for Horizon 2020

 Project strategy, consortium building, proposal writing
 Partner / subcontractor

• Addressing non-technological innovation (markets, 
barriers, business modelling, stakeholder management…)

• Collaborative project management 
• Public communication
• Web solutions for your project or your innovation

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

Communication & Design Innovation Strategy

Programme Management Digital Solutions
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BACKUP SLIDES: ABOUT LGI
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Value proposition

 As an international sustainable innovation consultancy, LGI 
is an actor of the ecosystem for the environmental, 
energetic, territorial and societal transition

 Our value proposition lies in the support to innovation seen 
as a flux between science & technology, skills, society and 
market

 Our main interventions range from advising on innovation 
strategies to supporting research and innovation projects 
& networks and communicating innovation

26
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2005

2008

Creation of LGI

Management Consulting 

& Digital Solutions

Strategy & Innovation 
business line

2013

LGI Consulting: 
European innovation service provider

focused on value creation

Training Centre

Communication & Design 
business line

20 people foreseen in 2016
o Multidisciplinary profiles: Engineering & scientific / 

Business, Legal & Financial / Communication / IT
o International team

€1.75M turnover (2014)

Active in 15 countries

Wide network of experts & partners

About the company
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Technology scouting, innovation assessment
Business model innovation, design thinking, 
‘blue ocean' strategies for value creation
Market & economics
Scenarios & Roadmapping
IPR & Exploitation strategies
Innovation workshops

Financing of innovation
Collaborative R&D programmes
Project management
H2020 training & proposal writing
Knowledge management
Services to innovation clusters
Innovation management 

Conception of tailored solutions
Development of web and mobile collaborative applications
Open Innovation Software 

Communication strategy
Communication toolkits
Web & Multimedia production
Content authoring
Event management 

Our services
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• Our approach to collaborative projects
 Proposal writing 

 Involvement in projects (as coordinator, partner or subcontractor)

• Project management 

• Communication, societal engagement, knowledge management

• Exploitation manager, innovation studies, market analyses, business modelling, 
stakeholder analyses, technology mapping…

• Deployment of our web & mobile collaborative toolbox to support the projects

 Training & coaching on Horizon 2020

• About our training programme: 
http://lgi-consulting.com/horizon-2020-training-courses/

• Our track record with European R&D projects (2005-2015)
 35 EU projects funded (FP6, FP7, H2020)

• Of which 4 coordinated by LGI

 More than 130 M€ in funding raised

 Approx. 65% success rate

LGI and EU programmes

http://lgi-consulting.com/horizon-2020-training-courses/
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• CEA (France)
• CNRS (France)
• Ifsttar (France)
• Inria (France)
• Inserm (France)
• EC Joint Research Centre (JRC)
• Leitat (Spain)
• MTA-EK (Hungary)
• NCBJ (Poland)
• NRG (Netherlands)
• TECNALIA (Spain)
• UJV  (Czech Rep.)
• VTT (Finland)

• Agilent Technology
• ARIA Technologies
• Atheneum Partners
• Calayan
• Chaïkana
• Climate Data Factory
• ConceptSpine
• ElecBiomasa
• Environics
• Gillemot
• Giraud International
• IES
• Isocycle
• IUT GmbH
• Outreach
• Theïa Partners
• Vasseur

• ADEME
• EFS (French Blood Institute)
• European Commission
• FNE (France Nature Environnement)
• IRSN

Startups
& SMEs

Research 
& Technology
Organisations

Our clients

• Air Liquide
• Allianz
• ArcelorMittal
• AREVA
• Bekaert
• BNP Paribas
• COWI
• DCNS
• EDF
• E.ON
• ENGIE
• Geodis
• PSA Peugeot Citroën

Gov & 
Non-Gov

• Aalborg University (Denmark)
• UA Barcelona (Spain)
• Bulgarian Acad. of Science
• U. Cambridge (UK)
• UC Cork (Ireland)
• UMG Catanzaro (Italy)
• ESIEE Amiens (France)
• Universiteit Gent (Belgium)
• U. Leeds  (UK)
• U. Angers (France)
• U. Orléans (France)
• U. du Maine / Le Mans (France)
• U. Paris I Sorbonne (France)
• U. Picardie J.Verne (France)
• NTNU (Norway)

Universities 
& Higher 
education

• EERA (EU Energy Research Alliance)
• Eur. Society of Anesthaesiology
• IRTS
• NUGENIA
• PROMETIA
• PFA (Filière Automobile Française)
• Pôles Mov’eo, Pegase, SAFE…
• SNETP

Clusters

Large
firms
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Geographical coverage

• Present in France, Belgium & Spain
• European scale of action

LGI Headquarters
13, Rue de Marivaux
F-75002 Paris

LGI EU Office
Square de Meeûs, 38-40 
B-1000 Brussels

LGI Med
565 Avenue du Prado
F-13008 Marseille

LGI Spain Office
c/ Jose Aguirre 37
46011, Valencia

 

       LGI office 
 

       Client base (2015) 
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LGI Headquarters

13 rue de Marivaux 75002 Paris FRANCE

tel: +33 (0)1 8416 3073
email: contact@lgi-consulting.com

www.lgi-consulting.com
@LGI_Consulting

www.linkedin.com/company/lgi-consulting

Follow us!

Thank you for your interest.


